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Abstract
Motivated by the phenomenon that wear and tear tends to happen more near sharp corners
of a surface, this thesis presents a method for procedurally generating photorealistic metal surfaces
based upon evaluating curvature values. The thesis describes the development of eight metal shaders
that are used to replace the manual texture painting typically used in production. The approach is
demonstrated by applying these metal shaders to a robotic dog model from a short film involving
live action and CG elements. Frames from a short animation of the robotic dog are presented, and
a discussion of the strengths and weaknesses of this methodology.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Even though it is not applicable to all computer-generated (CG) movie shots, one of the
criteria for evaluating the merit of a CG effects shot is how realistic it appears to audiences. Jurassic
Park [23], shown on the left of Figure 1.1, a movie released in 1993, broke the technology constraints
of its time by successfully creating visually convincing dinosaurs. Seen on the right side of Figure 1.1,
a dozen years later, Jurassic World [7] was released. Compared to renderings from its predecessor,
Jurassic World is able to deliver an extra level of detail, providing a more realistic visual experience.

Figure 1.1: Still frames from Jurassic Park and Jurassic World

A major factor contributing to this advancement of realistic image quality is the evolution
of rendering techniques that involve the use of reliable and efficient algorithms to simulate light in
virtual worlds realistically, one approximating light emission and transmission on differet kinds of
1

surfaces. One of procedures used to describe light properties on a surface is a shader. In general,
shaders can be decomposed into properties. Specular, diffuse, bump, displacement and transparency
are the five most common properities seen in production-ready shaders.
Specular reflection approximates light being reflected off of a surface primarily on single
outgoing direction. A specular highlight is a direct reflection of a light source or bright light bounced
off of other objects then reflected off of the current surface of interest in the mirror reflection direction.
In computer graphics, specularity is a numerical expression of such reflection.
In contrast to specular reflection, diffuse reflection is light coming from one direction and
reflected off uniformly across the hemisphere with respect to a point on the surface of interest. Part
of the light interacts with surface pigment, then is reflected off by diffuse reflection.

Figure 1.2: A still frame rendered using global illumination path tracing algorithm

Old rendering techniques only take direct illumination and completely ignore indirect. One
major contributor to realistic rendering is using more accurate ways to approximate indirect illumination (both indirect specular reflection and indirect diffuse reflection). Global illumination [9],
as shown in Figure 1.2, is a rendering technique that takes indirect illumination into account in a
probabilistic manner. This results in more photo-realistic images due to the fact that it approximates light properties on surfaces more accurately. Even though it was proposed in the 1990s, global
2

illumination was not used in feature CGI film production until the 21st century due to the extra
calculation time needed to approximate indirect illumination.
Bump and displacement properties, which describe the roughness of a surface, depict what
a surface might feel like when touched. They in turn affect the specularity and diffuse properites of a
surface. Transparency is another critical surface property used to describe surfaces with translucence.
Light can be reflected off a surface and part of light can also be refracted into a surface. This is the
reason why objects behind a transparent surface can be seen. A common phenomenon related to
transparent or translucent surfaces is that objects seen behind look distorted. Index of refraction is
introduced to CG rendering for calculating how light refracts into surfaces.

Figure 1.3: A still frame from I, Robot [2]

The visual appearance of a CG world is based on pre-defined shaders. The art direction
and story of a film impacts the kinds of shaders used. For example, science fiction CG films tend to
employ metal shaders for depicting spacecrafts, vehicles and robots. I, Robot, a movie produced by
Weta Digital [27] in 2004, impressed audiences with a series of well-defined metal shaders as shown
in Figure 1.3. From the main robot character Sonny’s hands to various vehicles shown in the film,
metal shaders were used extensively.
Despite the high appearance counts in feature films, creating art-driven and realistic metal
3

renders remains a challenging task because of there are various kinds of metal materials existing in
the real world. In contrast to other surfaces, which remain relative stable, metal surfaces tend to
change rapidly in a short period of time. For example, long exposure to air makes metal surfaces lose
specularity. Long exposure to water and air may expedite the oxidization process, which cause rust
or other metal oxides to build up. A static metal surface may have dust and dirty smudges. Metal
surfaces are often covered by one or more layers of paint, which can be damaged during everyday
use. Any of these phenomena may occur in a non-uniform way, as shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4: Dust, rust and smudges on metal surfaces

A student in the Clemson University Digital Production Arts MFA Program, Jordan Gestring,
initiated a film production called The Intercept [10]. It is about a thief the taking his loyal, intelligent
mechanical robot dog on a thrilling adventure in the near future. This thesis project is the result
of my participation on the surfacing team in this production. Since the dog is a fully mechanical
driven canine, developing an array of photorealistic metal shaders for it becomes a primary concern.
One comment from Gestring is that there need to be obvious signs of use, such as wear and tear; but
the dog should not seem be old and rusty. As a surfacing artist, the basis in terms of approaching
the desired look is to decide where to draw the line so that the metal shaders look used, yet still
seem to have years of life left. Before getting into metal shader development for the robot dog, some
necessary steps need to be done.
The first step of surfacing is to UV unwrap targeted polygonal surfaces. UV unwrapping
is a process of figuring out a mapping scheme from the surface area of a 3D model to a 2D space
measured by parametric directions u and v. u values corresponds to horizontal direction and v
values corresponds to vertical direction, on the 2D surface. Shown in Figure 1.5, six facets from a
polygon cube surface are being mapped to a UV 2D space. Surfacing in essence is about painting
colors to 3D surfaces and painting is enabled by UV unwrapping. In production, it is quite common
4

Figure 1.5: A texture map is projected to 2D UV plane, then mapped to a cube object

to use images, also referred to as texture maps, to surface a model. Mapping image pixels to the
UV plane is a straightforward process. The key technique of UV unwrapping is figuring out where
to cut out seams to minimize distortion due to three-dimensional to two-dimensional projection. In
theory, if a model is properly UV laid out, a surfacing artist could paint directly on texture maps
and the painted patterns show up in desired places on the targeted model by projection.
Surface painting gives artists full control over the visual representation of surfaces. For
instance, similar to painting a pattern on a canvas, if a surfacing artist would like to make a block of
rust on a metal surface, he or she has complete control over where to put it in a diffuse map. Even
though precision is a major advantage of texture painting, it requires extra work on the artist’s side.
If a targeted surface has five UV patches and a production manager decides to surface this asset
manually, an artist needs to paint five images for each shader property. For just four properties:
diffuse, specular, displacement and transparency, this totals 20 images.
Pictured on the left side in Figure 1.6 is a fire extinguisher asset from a Clemson Digital
Production Arts (DPA) production, Rats [19]. The assets map painting took the artist approximately
50 hours to complete. Shown on the right side of Figure 1.6, is a ventilation tube asset created in
the same production. All of the shader properties for this tube asset are defined procedurally and
no manual painting is involved. Only a few hours of work were used to create this asset. One might
argue that the tube achieved extra level of realism when compared to the fire extinguisher asset.
The canine model in The Intercept production consists of roughly 800 pieces, which are then
UV projected onto 27 UV patches. An artist would need to paint on hundreds of maps in order
5

Figure 1.6: Two prop assets from Rats

to deliver a production quality render of the dog. For a small production such as The Intercept
with limited personnel resources, painting assets manually might not be an optimal way to allocate
resources.
The canine from The Intercept is an appropriate subject for applying procedural shading
because the dog is described as fully robotic dog with artificial intelligence. Since it is a robot, it
is necessary to define the dog’s surface properties using a complete set of metal shaders. A generic
procedural could be applied for creating metal shaders since they shared some common attributes.
Even though directly painting texture on models in a 3D viewport is made possible by software
such as Foundry Mari [25], creating realistic paint effects for defining different shading properties is
still a time consuming task, especially when dealing with a complex model with a few dozens of UV
patches. By using procedural shading, extra time and effort spent on manual painting can be saved.

6

Chapter 2

Background
In computer graphics, procedural texture generation is analogous to function evaluation in
mathematics. Given some arbitrary inputs such a 2D coordinate or a 3D coordinate, a pre-defined
function is evaluated at input value and returns a single value or an array of values. In the past few
decades, various kinds of procedural textures that describe patterns found in nature, such as marble
and wood have been developed, as shown in Figure 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Examples of procedural textures from Autodesk Maya

A common problem with early CGI renderings is that they appear to be too perfect. For
instance, an entire object may be defined by one color and its edges may be exactly perpendicular
to one another. This is not the case in reality. The surface of an interior white wall may appear
to be one shade to the eye. However, it usually consists of various shades because of paint being
distributed unevenly and dust in the air randomly attaching to it, as well as imperfections in the
wall itself. Therefore, noise is introduced to rendering to introduce imperfections in an otherwise
7

perfect model.
Noise is often used as a base for generating procedural texture. The marble texture from
Figure 2.1 was generated based on noise. Named after Ken Perlin [13], Perlin noise is used for adding
natural appearances from hard surfaces to volumetric effects such as smoke in film production,
shown in Figure 2.2. Fractal noise is created by sequentially adding multiple layers of Perlin noise
at different frequencies. Both Perlin noise and Fractal noise are available as standard features in
Autodesk Maya [4]. Worley noise [30] defined by ceil-like structures, the leather texture shown in
Figure 2.1 is based on Worley noise. It is also available in RenderMan for Maya [15], shown in
Figure 2.2.

Figure 2.2: Noise defined by functions

In the game industry, what is typically being done for a major game asset such as the
main characters is that surfacing artist will prepare multiple image maps for the a single shader
property at different resolutions. The game engine dynamically determines what resolution to use
based on camera view angles and z-depth [29] at game playing time. A higher resolution map will
be used for close-ups of the character, and lower resolution map for more distant view. Efficiency is
a major concern in real-time rendering. For instance, if the main character were tiny in the frame,
say 25x50 pixels, it would be a waste of RAM to use a 4096x4096 (4k) texture map to represent
one shader property since the character appears far away. A problem arises the when camera gets
extremely close to the character, when even the highest resolution texture map does not have enough
information to represent details on character’s surface and the character may appear pixelated on
8

screen. One resolution to this problem is look up color on a smoothed-out (low pass) image. The
direct consequence of doing so is that a character loses its fidelity where the filtering is applied.

Figure 2.3: Comparison between a texture map and a procedural texture [12]

In contrast to image maps that store data in a discrete fashion, functions represent continuous information with respect to their domains. One noticeable advantage of using a procedural
9

texture over a texture map is that the resolution of a procedural texture is invariant to z-depth;
shown in Figure 2.3, no matter how close the camera is located in respect to the object of interest,
the procedural texture will return meaningful color values back to the renderer. Another benefit of
using procedural textures is saving storage. Without the use of texture maps, no disk space is used
to store color data. Evaluation of color is done at render time. Consequently, a disadvantage of using
procedural textures is that extra time is needed for evaluation. Therefore, they are slower compared
to a direct color value look-up when a texture map is used. One way to convert a procedural texture
on a surface to a 2D texture map is texture baking.
Texture baking [6] is a process of using orthographic cameras to evaluate attributes of
interest, such as normals, surface diffuse colors or surface displacement values, in 3D space, then
saving these values to a texture map by mapping color values according to u and v coordinates.
UV unwrapping is a necessary step before texture baking. For a complex procedural texture, extra
render time is needed to evaluate a procedural function. Baking out texture maps at a specific
resolution is an optimization, especially for CG scenes thats going to be rendered again.
In her MFA thesis, Stritzinger [24], implemented a creative method to procedurally generate and grow rust on metal surface. The foundation of this method is based on John Horton
Conway’s [11] popular cellular automation, the Game of Life. One application of cellular automata
in computer graphics is to simulate growth patterns found in the natural world. The initial input
for the rust-generation tool Rasterizer, which is part of Stritzinger’s thesis, is a rust distribution
map and a probability map. The distribution map defines the seed locations of rust on the metal
surface. The probability map is an inverted ambient occlusion [5] map multiplied by the initial
distribution map. The cellular automation growth is based on these two maps. Two variables, age
and probability are introduced to make rust growth more controllable. The age variable is a linear
scale of the total number of frames specific to run the simulation. Instead of only evaluating the
count of on neighbors within the current radius, usually 3x3, in respect to the current pixel, the
probability factor is used accompany with vary neighbor count. The User can specific the total
number of frames of the simulation. Rasterizer can be used to bake out shader property maps such
as specular map and diffuse map at resolution specified before rust growth simulation. Shown in
Figure 2.4 is a result of the rust simulation run on a robot.
Anderson [3] developed a technique to procedurally generate scratches on metal surface.
Her approach is to explore the relative motion with respect to the two objects. A scratcher object
10

Figure 2.4: The resulted rust from Rasterizer

(a robot arm) and a scratchee object (a robot body) are defined. The base motion for this method
is a robot arm swinging back and forth pivoted on its body. The first step is manually creating
a swing motion for the arm. For each time step during the animation, the shortest distance from
the robot arm wrist to the robot body is calculated. The closest points on the scratchee surface
are saved and converted into 2D texture coordinates in texture space. Noise is introduced into arm
swing animation to avoid leaving just a few rigid trails on the scratchee. The point data baked onto
texture space is then used to generate a histogram in UV space. This histogram is then used to
generate a heat map [28]. Lastly, the surfacing artist could use this heat map as reference and paint
scratches or directly use values from heat map to place scratches on the targeted surface.

Figure 2.5: Wear and tears on metal surfaces

An extra level of realism is achieved by adding details to a surface. Both Stritzinger and
11

Anderson’s methods procedurally add imperfections to metal surfaces. Another type of imperfection
frequently occurring on metal surfaces is wear and tear. Just like rust and scratches, wear and tear
is a product of daily use. One interesting observation is that wear and tear tends to happen on
sharp edges as shown in Figure 2.5. Assuming that the probability of the faces of a convex surface
have relatively even chances of being rubbed against from daily use; shared by two or more faces
of a convex surface, an edge region has higher chance of colliding with other external surfaces. A
consequence of this tendency is that paint tends to get scraped off more along edges of a convex
surface.

12

Chapter 3

Method

Figure 3.1: The workflow of this project

Creating realistic shading for this robotic dog model involves seven steps as shown in Figure 3.1. Firstly, UV unwrap the canine model using Maya UV texture editor. Using SideFX
Houdini [21] VOPSOP node [22] as a template to calculate curvature of the model surface; then
baking out curvature values as texture maps using Houdini 15 baking camera. The third step is to
create a series of metal materials with RenderMan Reyes General Purpose surface (GP surface) [16]
in Maya. Creating masks for compositing layers of GP surfaces using a mixture of curvature values
from texture maps and two kinds of procedural noises in Maya. Lighting is the next step of the
process; traditional three-point lighting is used for lighting the model. Image seqeuences of six shots
are rendered out using RenderMan for Maya Reyers Renderer. Nuke [26] is used for composting
different RenderMan passes. Lastly, Adobe After Effects [1] is used for editing and exporting final
animation.
13

Figure 3.2: Canine model and UV patches after unwrapping

UV unwrapping the complex canine model appropriately and arrange UV patches efficiently
is the first challenge. The intent of the thesis is to eliminate manually painting on texture map.
Even though the method proposed here offer various controls over where tear and wear happens, it
could not match the level of precision of manually painting in texture space. Thus, carefully layout
UV seams and match the relative size ratio of surfaces in UV space and 3D space are crucial in
the UV layout process. After the UV unwrapping, those surfaces have been arranged into 27 UV
patches, shown is Figure 3.2. Geometries were partitioned primarily based on body regions in UV
space. For instance, left front paw takes the full space of one patch and left front thigh takes another
full patch.
Determining what color scheme to use on the canine model is a necessary before doing
further render test on the look of metal surfaces. Shown in Figure 3.3 is a concept art of The
Intercept. The modeler modeled the dog base on Siberian husky. Depending on breeds, husky has
different colors. Two predominate color schemes are brown and white or black or white. A decision
is made by the surfacing artist to use black and white as primary colors for the dog. Pictured in
Figure 3.4 is the designated color scheme of the dog with RenderMan Matte shader assigned to show
only base diffuse colors. Besides black and white, four shades of gray (dark gray, natural gray, light
gray and blue-tint gray) are used on different body parts. A bright blue is used for represent the
glow pieces on eyes, ears and legs joints as indicated in the directors concept art.
After a color scheme is being decided, the canine model is imported to Houdini 15. Based
on the observation, wear and tear tends to happen more around sharp corners and highly curved

14

Figure 3.3: A concept art drawing by Jordan Gestring, the director of The Intercept

Figure 3.4: Designed color scheme of the canine

regions. A sharp corner region is shared by two faces, assuming these two convex faces have about
same change of get hit by other objects from daily use, the wear and tear of these two faces are
accumulated on this commonly shared edge. Curvature is a method to measure of curviness for a
given position and can be used for detecting highly curved regions on a 3D model. Curvature is
used as a quantity for detecting sharp corners because values are high when near a sharp edge that
connects two faces while its low when on a perfectly flat surface. The way to measure curvature for

15

this thesis is given by equation:
n−1
1 X
Pi − Pv
·
N̂v ·
n i=0
kPi − Pv k

where n is the total number of neighbors of vertex v, N̂v is the unit vertex normal of vertex
v, Pi is the position of the i th neighbor of v, Pv is the position of vertex v. A simple algorithm is
developed, as shown in pseudo-code:
for each vertex v do
sum = 0.0
for each neighbor i of v do
groundVector = (i.position - v.position).normalize()
sum += groundVector.dot(v.normal)
end for
sum = abs(sum / numberOfNeighbors)
end for

A subdivision node is applied on the dog model to after imported to Houdini. The reasons
for doing so are: smoothed surfaces give better approximation of curvature; to match the subdivision
that RenderMan applied on model in render time. Houdini VOPSOP (vertex operator and surface
operator) node is used as the template to calculate curvature values on dog surface. From VOPSOP
node, a user can directly inquire vertex attributes such as normal and its neighbors’ normals. Any
values calculated in the node network can be linked to one of the pre-defined vertex attribute values.
Cd is the surface color symbol of Houdini VOPSOP ; a result value will be show as surface diffuse color
if its being connected to Cd vertex attribute. The curvature values are connected to vertex diffuse
color in the node. Shown in Figure 3.5 is the VOPSOP node for curvature calculation. Instead of
clamping negative curvature values to zero, absolute value is taking. Majority of the values in this
calculate are small values close to zero.
Though taking the absolute values of the original data avoid working with negative value,
it cannot resolve the problem that majority of the data were either very close to one or real close
to zero. The range from 0.0 to 1.0 were not utilized properly. As shown on the left of Figure 3.6,
there are little grey values between relative high values on edges and low values on flat regions. In
order to give a smoother transition between high and low value regions, the data is remapped by
logarithm. First the data is normalized so that its minimum value maps to 1.0 and its maximum
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Figure 3.5: The node network for calculating curvature

value maps to 10.0, The base 10 logarithm of this normalize value is in the range [0, 1]. The result
of logarithm remap, shown in Figure 3.6.
As described in the workflow, final images of surfacing are going to be rendered using
RenderMan for Maya. In order to use curvature values in Maya, Cd colors from the VOPSOP
node are baked out as texture maps using Houdini baking camera. Mari UDIM [20] is the chosen
file format for the curvature maps. The original canine object is mapped to 27 patches in UV
space. After the baking process, 27 maps of curvature values represented as grayscale color at 4k
(4096x4096) have been generated. Shown in Figure 3.7 is one of the baked out maps corresponds to
the left paw of the canine model. These maps were read in to Maya as image files.
After the curvature calculation, the fundation of creating metal shaders is formed. Creating
base metal shaders using RenderMan GP surface is the first is step of procedural shading. As
specified in the color scheme, white and black steel are going to be used as primary materials to
represent dog external pieces. Four shades of grey are used to define other body parts. There
are in total eight metal shaders created base on GP surface. For simplicity, only two shaders are
chosen to represent the generic procedural metal shader creating technique used for this thesis. The
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Figure 3.6: Results from before and after logarithm remap

techniques for creating the other six shaders are small variations from these two. Shown in Figure 3.8
is the node network of the white steel shader, which is applied to the canines head geometries etc.
As shown in the network, the specular gain property from the GP surface is linked to a Maya
rmanWorleyTexture [17] node. The frequency attribute from rmanWorleyTexture is defined by a
Mayas solid fractal noise; after a linear function remap, the output from rmanWorleyTexture is
connected to specular gain property. The bump, specular roughness and flake amount are defined
using the same technique.
Based the comments from the director, the torso geometry is formed by steel cross-wires,
this is a new problem that has to be solve differently than regular surfaces. The Maya cloth pattern
is used as a base for creating this cross-wire shader. By increasing u and v repetitions, the initial
look of cross-wires is reached. These values are piped directly into the GP shader s displacement
property to provide the illusion of thickness. After mix the cloth pattern with other two Maya
noises, the output color from this mixture is linked to the GP surfaces diffuse color property. The
transparency property of the GP shader is defined by the inverted output values from original cloth
texture to create the gaps between each wire. Pictured in Figure 3.9 is a node network of the crosswire shader. By applying these two technique with a little variation, eight shaders are developed,
shown in Figure 3.10 are these shaders being applied on teapots.
Though these shaders form a common foundation for visual realism, surface imperfections
such as wear and tear needs to be introduced to achieve more convincing shading. Compositing is
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Figure 3.7: A sample baked curvature texture map

one the techniques for adding details to an existing image in 2D image editing. Alpha channel gives
artists the freedom to stack up layers of image on top of each other to get a specific appearance.
Similarly, shaders can be stacked just like image layers. RenderMan GP shader enables shader
compositing by providing a mask property. A surfacing artist can control which shader is to be
seen at a point on a surface by changing the mask. After a base GP surface is being defined, other
supplementary GP shaders, which are referred as coshaders in RenderMan Reyes renderer, can be
added by linking coshader attribute of the base GP shader to form a layered-shader. As seen on
metal surfaces in real world, each surface imperfection has a unique way of reflecting light. For
instance, rusted steel is completely non-reflective while a painted region of the same steel could be
highly reflective. This method captures the uniqueness of surface imperfections by considering them
as separate shaders reside on the same surface. The approach for stacking three layers of GP shader
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Figure 3.8: The node network of the base white steel metal shader

Figure 3.9: The node network of the cross-wire shader

is developed here, the base metal shader, from the base of the stack; the wear and tear layer the
middle, the dust and dirt smudge layer the top. A dust layer can be separated into two layers or
more for achieving more realism. Only three basic layers are used here for conserving render time.
With such way of layering shaders, the next question to approach is how to incorporate
curvature texture maps exported from Houdini to add details and imperfections to the base metal
shaders. Shown in Figure 3.11 is a blend between a diffuse curvature render pass and an ambient
occlusion pass. While it offers decent level of realism, applying such method uniformly to each base
metal GP surface is not a valid option due to the fact that each shader has its uniqueness in the
level of wear and tear. A mask generation algorithm is being developed upon curvature texture
maps exported from Houdini. One thing worth mentioning is RenderMan for Maya provides atlas
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Figure 3.10: The eight base metal shaders to teapots

Figure 3.11: Ambient Occlusion pass blended with curvature pass

texture map read feature [14]. A user can supply an absolute path string to a Maya file read node,
by replaced the four digits UDIM patch number with _MAPID_, RenderMan reads in texture maps
for a UV object piece based on its location in UV space. With this feature, only one Maya file read
node is used for this project and no shader network is being duplicated to accommodate different
UV patches.
Shown in Figure 3.12 is a node network of procedurally creating mask for wear and tear
coshader layer of the white steel shader. Starting from the Maya file read node for reading in
curvature maps, two different linear function remap nodes are used to output to create two sets of
curvature values. A custom hand drawn linear function is applied on the low threshold because the
baked textures are in linear color space, which is the color space used for rendering; the curvature
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Figure 3.12: The node network for creating mask for wear and tear shader

values are maped back to [0, 1] by this remap node and constrast is restored, as seen in the first
row of Figure 3.13. A custom hand drawn spline curve function is applied on the original curvature
data before pass to the high threshold binary convertion node for seperating high values around the
edges out from other region, as seen in the third row of Figure 3.13. In this case, two values used to
convert the two sets of remapped values from greyscale to binary are 0.1 and 0.05. The reason for
doing so is that there are usually only two states (on and off) regarding to wear and tear. A piece
of paint is either being scraped off from a surface or stays on a surface.
As seen in Figure 3.13, it is evident that noise needed to be combined with these masks to
break the uniformity. Two Maya fractal noise nodes are used to fulfill this propose. The first fractal
noise has much lower frequency value compares to the second one. Similar to creating high and low
threshold curvature mask, the low frequency noise is piped into a spline curve remap function node
and then converted to a binary mask by an IF condition. A mask for noise-based high threshold is
form by performing an AND operation between the high threshold curvature mask and low frequency
fractal noise mask. A binary mask for the high frequency fractal noise is formed by another spline
remap function node and an IF condition node. An AND operation is performed between high
frequency noise mask and low threshold curvature mask. The purpose of noise-based high threshold
mask is to simulate growth and dilation of a paint scraped-off region while the purpose of noisebased low threshold mask is to preserve the tendency that wear and tear happens around sharp edges.
These two masks are merged together by performing an OR operation. The pipeline of creating the
final binary mask based on curvature values and noises is shown in Figure 3.13. Wear and tear
shader layer will be shown where the mask value is 1.0 (white) and hidden where mask value is 0.0
(black). One helpful feature of GP shader is that surface roughness properties such as displacement
is additive if it is enable in both layers of shaders. Even though the wear and tear shader is lay on
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Figure 3.13: The mask generation process demonstrated by one geometry

top of the base white metal shader, concaveness define from the top shader is enforced.
The final step of creating this layered metal shader is defining dust and smudge layer which
lay on top of the wear and tear shader layer. Unlike wear and tear shader layer only have two
states (on and off), expressed by a binary mask, dust often accumulates and stacks on top, thus
creates various level of opacity. A fractal noise-based grayscale mask is used for linking the dust
layer coshader. Specularity is disabled on the dust shader since specular highlight is not shown on
dust in the real world. Shown on the left of Figure 3.14 are the individual renders of three layers of
shader. The render of final layering metal shader is shown on the right of Figure 3.14.
The other seven layered-metal shaders are defined by applying this technique with a few
minimal customizations on low and high threshold of remapped curvature values. Shown in Figure 3.15 is the result of eight layered-metal shaders applied on teapots. This is the last step of shader
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Figure 3.14: Three separate shaders and merged white steel shader

Figure 3.15: Eight layered-metal shaders based on masking

development.
Lighting is the next step after layered-metal shaders are developed. An exhibition-like
lighting setup is being determined since the intent of making an animation for this thesis is to
demonstrate various kinds of metal shaders. A traditional three-point lighting is used: the key area
light is placed a little over the canines head, a fill area light is placed on the near the tail of the dog
and a rim area light is placed on the back side of the canine as shown in Figure 3.16. An environment
light is used for bringing the canine to context of The Intercept and add extra overall luminance.
Five Composited HDRI images [8] were shot during The Intercept production, each corresponds to
one scene in the film. The HDRI image from the first scene, as shown in Figure 3.17 is used for the
environment light.
Nuke is used for compositing final render passes. RenderMan secondary outputs (AOVs) [18]
are for outputting useful values. By linking a RenderMan occlusion node to an AOV node, the
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Figure 3.16: Lighting setup for final renders

ambient occlusion can be render along with the beauty pass. The masks of each layered shader is
being exported by a set of AOVs, which enable a compositor to make individual manipulation such
as color correction on only the wear and tear shader layer. A Nuke node network for compositing
shot three of the final demonstration film is shown in Figure 3.18. The composited shots are exported
from Nuke as image sequences in linear color space. Final gamma correction from linearized color to
sRGB is done in Adobe After Effects; the demonstration animation made from these image sequences
is exported as a mov file after editing.
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Figure 3.17: The environment map image taking from scene one of The Intercept

Figure 3.18: The Nuke network for composting different render pass
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Chapter 4

Results
The final demonstration film consists of six shots. The initial five are close-ups to illustrate
details of the procedural metal shaders within the frame, each are three seconds long. The objects
of interests in these shots are head, shoulder joints, hip joints, paw and spine. The last shot is a 10
second medium shot turntable to exhibit the overall shading when illuminated by four lights. Some
frames from these animations are shown in figs. 4.1 to 4.6.
In Addition, three fast turntables, each consisting of 120 frames, were rendered to demonstrate the individual shaders. Images are shown in figs. 4.7 and 4.8.
As illustrated in figs. 4.1 to 4.8, eight metal shaders were made following the same procedure,
yet each reacts to light differently due to the randomness introduced by the noise used in generating
the shader layer masks and to define surface properties. As a result, the level of realism envisioned
is reached. A common problem in surfacing is pattern mismatch due to UV seams. Hiding UV
seams from the rendering cameras is one of the techniques applied by surfacing artist during UV
unwrapping. The method proposed in this thesis addresses part of the problem because the algorithm
is based on evaluating surface curvature, which emphasizes sharp edges and corners. Since surface
curvature values are high around a sharp edge, if a UV seam is cut at this edge, the values from
both sides of the seam are evenly distributed. The continuity of curvature values along a surface
is preserved after projecting to UV space. With the help from various noise functions, a UV seam
place on a sharp edge is not especially noticeable to viewers, as shown in Figure 4.9.
Even though procedural textures addresses pixilation artifacts from using texture maps,
the patterns defined by noise are quite noticeable when a camera zooms really close to a surface
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Figure 4.1: A still frame from shot one

Figure 4.2: A still frame from shot two
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Figure 4.3: A still frame from shot three

Figure 4.4: A still frame from shot four
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Figure 4.5: A still frame from shot five

Figure 4.6: A still frame from shot six
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Figure 4.7: frames from turntable render of a white steel surface and a black steel surface

Figure 4.8: frames from turntable render of a surface with cross-wire and a highly reflective surface

Figure 4.9: UV seams are hidden by an shader layer mask
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Figure 4.10: Patterns from noise are noticeable for extreme close-ups

Figure 4.11: Cases when curvature values are not contributing for mask generation

of interest. Figure 4.10 shows an extreme close-up shot of a piece of geometry with the procedural
white steel shader assigned; the noise used for defining the specular property is evident, reduces
the realism. The other disadvantage of using curvature for generating mask is that its not suitable
for surfaces with constant curvature, as it is for a sphere or the side of a cylinder. As seen in
Figure 4.11, no edge is emphasized from the layer mask used on a cylindrical surface, the fractal
noise predominates in mask generation.
Shown on the left side of Figure 4.12 is a render of white steel whose wear and tear mask
is only guided by low frequency and high frequency fractal noise. The patterns from the noise
appear uniformly cross the surface. Shown on the right side of Figure 4.12 is the white steel shader
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Figure 4.12: Mask generated without and with curvature values

developed by the method of this research, with proper guidance from the curvature values, the mask
for the wear and tear layer seems more natural.
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Chapter 5

Conclusions
By exploring a phenomenon found in nature, this thesis delivers a method to generate
realistic worn metals for a canine model made in CG Sci-fi short, The Intercept. A short animation
is made to demonstrate the strengths and weaknesses of this method. The General Purpose shader
from RenderMan for Maya Reyes renderer provides a solid foundation for achieving the specific
look of the canine model envisioned by the surfacing artist. Manual texture painting for the main
characters and props is typical in the film industry due to the fact that close-up shots requires extra
level of detail to be seen within a frame. An artist has full control on how details are added and
how much extra details are needed. Yet extra time and effort are needed for delivering more surface
details. By sacrificing a little precision in terms of surface details, the result here indicates a level
of realism can be achieved from procedural surfacing.
While regular procedural shading does not have resolution constraints, the implementation
of the method discussed here is bounded by resolution due to the fact that sharing curvature data
between Maya and Houdini is a necessary step. Thus, curvature texture maps exported from Houdini
implicitly bound the resolutions of the masks generated by this algorithm. More flexibility can be
achieved by implementing similar steps using only Houdini.
One useful extension for future development is implementing a RenderMan based raycasting
viewer for viewing the masks. If such a viewer were available, it would be much faster for a surfacing
artist to make changes on masks because a viewer provides instance feedback.
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